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Challenge
CallSource generates a large
volume of invoices each
month and needs an flexible,
fast, and efficient system for
generating its bills.

CallSource delivers powerful business intelligence, marketing, sales, and training tools to businesses of any
size and type. Managing nearly 2,000,000 toll-free and local tracking numbers for more than 300,000 businesses throughout the U.S. and Canada, CallSource integrates call tracking, call recording, business analytics, lead scoring, and lead management.

Solution

With $45 million in annual revenues, the company enjoys continuing success, and names Sage ERP
Accpac and their relationship with Arxis Technology and CodePartners as key elements in their success.

Arxis Technology and
CodePartners designed and
implemented a solution
using Sage ERP Accpac to
speed the company’s invoice
cycle.
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Results
System efficiencies
shortened CallSource’s billing
cycle. Daily sales outstanding
has been reduced by seven
days. The shorter billing
cycle greatly improves the
company’s cash flow.
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Since 1994, Arxis has been
helping growing companies
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entertainment, and non-profit.
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